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Introduction-
The objective of Marginal Inspection is to detect any circuit which has 
an  appreciable probability of causing computer failure in normal oper -
ation before the next Marginal Inspection is performed. Marginal 
Inspection may be defined as a systematic variance of circuit param- 
eters ,  such as voltage and/or frequency, to the point where circuits 
that contain components that a r e  beyond end of life specifications, fail 

(> 	 to operate satisfactory. The value of the variance, o r  excursion, 
which causes a circuit to malfunction is called the circuit margin, 
Marginal Inspection does not reduce the number of failures observed 
i n  a system, only groups these failures into a narrow discreet region 
of time, which is under control of the engineer maintaining the machine 
or system. 

Conclusione 

Marginal Inspection of current switching mode transistor circuits will 
be a n  entirely practical method of increasing the reliability of computing 
systems using these components, Reliability being defined as the proba- 
bility of error-free operation for a specified period of t h e .  Delay 
failure will be a common occurrence while Marginal Inspecting and 
rapid means of detecting this type of failure will have to be provided. 

Part I 	 Analysis of single blocks of current switching mode 
transistor logic under Marginal Inspection 

1-7 

Throughout this discussion, the higher collector return voltage will be 
considered the Marginal Inspection voltage. The values of these volt- 
ages being: Plus thirty and Minus thirty-six for tlexclusive o r t1  circuits, 
Minus twelve on I'P'l lines, and Plus six on "N" lines. Emitter source 
and base reference voltages will have to be independent of collector 
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return voltages so that we can vary one and only one voltage a t  a time. 
The voltage excursion necessary to produce switching failure on a 
variety of circuit configurations is shown on figures one through eight. 
The circuit configuration which shows switching failure with the least  
voltage variation is our prime concern as this circuit effectively sets 
the theoretical m a x h u m  margin of any  system of which it is a part. 
Further study of the figures, one through eight, will indicate that the 
minimum percentage change to produce switching failure will be as 
follows: 

Plus thirty, plus o r  minus 10% 

Minus thirty-six, plus o r  minus 10% 

Minus twelve, plus o r  minus 25% 

Plus six, plus or  minus 5070 


Current mode transistor blocks will show some delay at normal 
voltage, with the larger  values of delay being exhibited by heavily 
loaded blocks. The worst case delay value will probably fall in the 
range of twenty to thirty millimicroseconds on a block with full load, 
all components at end of purchase specifications, and  one component 
at end of life, Results of Marginal Inspection voltage, applied to three 
logic blocks i n  series,  €6 plotted in  te rms  of delay on figures nine, ten, 
and  eleven. Each figure is a n  individual plot of delay for the particular 
transistor block as noted: 

The curves on each figure represent the following conditions: 

Curve 1, ---Normal block, one load 
Curve 2, ---Marginal block, one load 
Curve 3. ---Normal block, three loads 
Curve 4, ---Marginal block, three loads 

The termination of each curve is the point, in te rms  of Marginal 
Inspection voltage, where sw€tching failure occurred. The effects of 
Marginal blocks ~ a . 6simulated by a change i n  emitter source voltage (I> of twelve percent on plus s i x  supplies and nine percent on minus 
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twelve supplies, We can see that normal blocks with one load exhibited 
small changes in delay as Marginal Inspection voltage was increased 
and blocks with three loads showed large increases  in delay under the 
same conditions, It is to be noted that all these tests were performed 
with five percent components in the blocks. The switch to one percent 
components should not significantly effect the conclusions drawn here ,  
with the exception that changes i n  value that were called limit of pur- 
chase specifications, now will be end of life. When investigating delay,  
we observed that loading had a definite effect on the operation of a block 
both at normal and under Marginal Inspection. W e  a l s o  observed that a 
change in I,, as was simulated by a change in Ve, had a definite effect 
on the operation of a block. Figure twelve is a plot of Marginal Inspec- 
tion voltage against percent change in I,. The only conclusion that can 
be drawn from this plot, is large changes i n  I, will be required to 
significantly change the switching failure point. 

While investigating the behavior of single blocks of t rans is tor  logic 
under Marginal Inspection, no attempt was made to analyze frequency 
response. It w a s  felt that a nominal variation of input frequency would 
have l i t t le affect on the operation of a single block and would only exer t  
an  influence on complete systems of logic, which will be t reated in m o r e  
detail under the systems portion of this discussion. 

1 

Part I1 	 Analysis of effects of Marginal Inspection on complete 

systems of logic. 


Part I of this discussion dealt with the m o s t  obvious effects of Marginal 
Inspection on single blocks of t rans is tor  logic. W e  know that circui ts  in  

, 	 a computer a r e  not isolated, they exist i n  combinations with other c i rcui ts  
to form la rge  complex systems. In the absence of a large scale ten 
megapulse computer to t r y  Marginal Inspection on, we must  use a hypo-
thetical system and extrapolate our resul ts  f rom single block analysis 
into system analysis. 

Following the general  form of the t lBasicl l  computer of Project  7000, 
our hypothetical machine will be synchronous, use  fixed delays, and 
operate at ten megapulses. The computing system under consideration 
consists of five logical stages operating in a se r i a l  fashion. Each logical 
stage consisting of no more  than ten levels of t ransis tor  logic. W e  will 
handle eight bits  of information in parallel  and latch this information at 
the end of each logical stage. The information is passed from the latch 
circui t  of one logical stage into the next stage by clock pulses having a 
repetition ra te  of two hundred millimicroseconds. F o r  this discussion 
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we will assume enough e r r o r  detection circuitry is included so we can 
detect any single e r r o r  that occurs i n  data transfer. 

The Marginal Inspection voltages for this system will be the higher 
collector return voltage, plus thirty, minus thirty-six for "exclusive 
orp" blocks, minus twelve on l l P l l  l ines and plus s i x  on "N" lines. One 
and only one voltage will be varied at a n y  one time. In the design of 
this hypothetical system, we will assume twenty millimicroseconds 
as the worst case delay for a n y  transistor block. 

TaMng any logic chain of ten blocks and assuming all ten a r e  at worst 
case delay, we can see by referring to figures 9, 10, and 11 that any 
increase in Marginal Inspection voltage will increase the delay through 
the chain to  the point where failure occurs due to lack of coincidence 
with the clock pulse. While this is a serious problem, all is not lost, 
since all ten blocks at worst case delay at normal voltage means all 
ten blocks a r e  at, o r  near, end of life. The more  practical case will 
be for nine of the ten blocks to show nominal delay while the tenth is 
at worst  case. Under these conditions, a much la rger  change in 
Marginal Inspection voltage i s  required to produce failure. The 
failure observed at this time may be a delay failure, but ira much 
more  likely to be a switching failure. To show why the above state- 
ment is true, we must look a t  a logic chain in more  detail. Con-
sidering our chain of ten blocks and assuming we have designed for 
coincidence, at the output, with worst case delay through each block, 
we will be expecting two hundred millimicroseconds delay at normal 
voltage. But, we have already said that we were assuming only one 
block at worst case,  therefore our delay at normal voltage is some-
what l e s s  than two hundred millimicroseconds actually being closer to 
one hundred millimicroseconds. Now as the Marginal Inspection voltage 
is increased the delay through each block increases, with the increase 
per  block depending on loading and the condition of the block. Looking 
at figure 9, curves 1 and 2, we see that before worst case delay is 
reached on any block the marginal block has failed to switch. W h a t  we 
have actually done is le t  the safety factor i n  delay of the nine nominal 
blocks absorb the excess delay introduced by the tenth block. A general 
statement which encompasses this principal is as follows: 

As the number of stages increases per  logic chain, using the same 
cr i ter ia  of design for  worst case delay, the less  susceptible to failure 
the string becomes due to excessive delay in a single block. When a 
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large string of logic blocks i s  Marginal Inspected we a r e  really testing 
the summation of delays i n  the string and any variations in delay of a 
single block will be obscured. Therefore, while Marginal Inspecting a 
system, marginal blocks within long strings of logic will tend to show 
switching failure, while marginal blocks i n  short strings of logic will 
tend to show delay failure. 

It is well to reiterate at this time, that we have been discussing a 
hypothetical synchronous type system. A true asynchronous type system 
would never show a delay failure. The only evidence of excessive delay 
being a n  increase in program run time as  measured with a stopwatch, o r  
analogue t imers  on the circuits themselves. 

While discussing voltage variations needed to produce switching failure 
in a block of transistor logic, we pointed out that the higher collector 
voltage would have to be varied both plus and minus from its nominal 
value. Figure thirteen is an  effort to show why this is necessary for 
Marginal Inspection, Waveform A is a representative signal applied to  the -
base of a normal block. Low 1, in the ttP'tblock, of this drawing, will re-  
sult in a condition shown by Waveform B. What we have done is reduce the, 0 	 lower level of the signal s o  as to approach switching threshold. The in- 
crease in delay is indicated by the dotted lines on Waveform B. An increase 
in the Marginal Inspection voltage will shift the entire signal up as shown by 
Waveform C, increasing the delay through the block and bringing the lower 
level closer to the switching threshold. Thus, we have caused this marginal 
block to fail due to increased delay in time sensitive circuits and a small 
increase in Marginal Inspection voltage will cauae switching failure in non 
time sensitive circuits. Taking the case of high I,, in the transistor block, 
we would get a waveform represented by drawing D. We can see that in this 
case an increase in the Marginal check voltage would have exactly the same 
effect as on a normal block. To detect this condition in a system will r e -  
quire us to lower the value of Marginal Inspection voltage, so as to approach 
switching failure from the opposite direction, A representative waveform 
of this condition with Marginal Inspection voltage applied is shown by Wave- 
form E. We see that we a r e  approaching switching failure and that delay, 
as indicated by the dotted lines, i s  increasing. The one important differ- 
ence is that i n  this case the delay increase is not at the left side of the 
waveform but a t  the right, o r  it can be said we have turn off delay instead 
of turn on delay. This turn off delay will be as  serious as turn on delay 
when considering machine failures,  Where the turn on delay, if execssive, 
will eventually result  in lack of coincidence a t  some gate circuit, the turn 
off delay, i f  excessive, will result  in pluse overlaps at gate circuits, with 
resulting extraneous pulses. 
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Fixed delays, such as single shots, delay l ines,  memory  co res  and 
1/0devices require  some special  attention in  these delay sensitive 
systems.  Single shots a n d  delay l ines  may be represented as very 
stable devices having all the charac te r i s t ics  of a s e r i e s  of logic 
blocks with the exception of showing no increase in delay with a 
Marginal Inspection voltage applied. Figure fourteen, Section A 
shows a s e r i e s  of logic blocks paralleled by a delay line and  the 
resulting input a n d  outputs. W e  can see  that i n  the case  of all blocks 
with nominal delay that we would only be in trouble at extreme limits 
of margina l  voltage,and the failure at this time would m o s t  likely be a 
switching failure.  With all ten  blocks at worst  case  delay a slight 
increase in Marginal Inspection voltage will be sufficient t o  cause 
delay failure,  but again we are  not in trouble because f o r  the worst  
case delay condition to exist some component within the blocks m u s t  
be at end of life, Section B of figure 14 is a representation of a short  
s t r ing of logic paralleled by a delay l ine and demanding coincidence at 
the output. Here we see  our delay safety factor  is very small. In-
creasing our  Marginal Inspection voltage toward the limit will m o s t  
certainly resu l t  in  delay failure i f  ei ther block is exhibiting wors t  
case  delay at normal  voltage. F o r  the wors t  case delay condition t o  
exist ,  as  in  the examble above, requi res  components, within the block, 
at end of life. 

The only conclusions that can be drawn f rom this discussion on fixed 
delays, delay l ines  and  single shots, is that mos t  any conceivable 
c i rcui t  configuration using fixed delays will behave very  similar to  a 
circui t  which has  had the fixed delays replaced by a suitable number 
of lightly loaded logic blocks. 

Delays encountered in  1/0devices can run  f rom severa l  mill iseconds 
down to a few microseconds in length. The delays i n  c i rcui t ry  which 
we have been discussing even at worst  case have been on the o rde r  of 
mill imicroseconds; it is not felt that delays of this magnitude will 
ser iously encroach upon the safety factor  usually associated with 1/0 
delays. 

Memory delays, or the delays in  the core  array itself, present  a 
different problem and  one which hasl-not been investigated. It is 
sufficient t o  s a y  that a cursory  examination of the core  c i rcui ts  in- 
volved has  not shown any par t icular  area in which difficulty could be 
encountered. Due to lack of information on the effects of Marginal 
voltage on the core  driving circui ts  a n d  sense amplif iers ,  some0 actual  c i rcui t  evaluations will have to be made before a c l ea r  state-
ment  on the practibility of Marginal Inspection of memory  circui ts  can 
be obtained. 
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Part I11 	 Evaluation of Frequency Variation as a Means of 

Ma rg inal Ins pe c tio n 

When we increase the frequency of a basic clock in a system, we 
effectively shorten each clock pulse and simultaneously decrease 
the overall time cycle of the clock; reducing the frequency of the 
basic clock has the inverse effect of lengthing the overall cycle and 
each pulse. 

Taking another look at our hypothetical computer, we find that infor- 
mation is advanced from stage to stage by clock pulses 200 milli-
microseconds apart. Increasing the frequency of the clock means 
we a r e  trying to advance information in some time l e s s  than 200 
millimicroseconds. Any appreciable increase in delay through the 
ten blocks which make up the stage will cause lack of coincidence on 
the output and result in failure. Thus by increasing our clock frequency, 
we have a means of detecting excessive delays. A look at curves one and 
two on figure nine will show that switching failure may be imminent on a 
lightly loaded block,and yet delay through this block has not exceeded 0 	 worst case value. Increasing basic clock frequency may have value in 
certain a r e a s  of the system as a means of detecting excessive delay, 
but will always have to be augmented by voltage variation to give a t rue 
picture of machine condition. 

Lowering of the basic clock frequency does not adversely affect most  
a r e a s  of the system if the variation i n  frequency is kept small, It is 
not felt that lowering the basic frequency of machine operation has much 
value as a Marginal Inspection aid. If certain a reas  of the system prove 
to be extraordinarily time sensitive, a lowering of basic frequency may 
allow a greater voltage variation during Marginal Inspection, thus 
achieving more  failure prediction, 


